Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Indonesian local leaders' election to choose for a governor is a political celebration of democratic government system every five year.
This also happens to other elections including legislative and presidential election after they accomplished a five-year period. The local leaders' election such as in Aceh consists of choosing the Governor and Vice Not only here, PA has broad support among the people to remote villages throughout Aceh. The management is evenly distributed at all levels from the provincial to sub-district and village levels -until the remote area the party's internal cadre system takes place ideally since 2006.
This study focused on two research questions, as follows 1) what is the political propaganda strategy of the Aceh governor candidate in the 2017 local leaders' election, and 2) how the effectiveness of the political campaign for the Aceh governor candidate in the 2017 local leaders' election.
Meanwhile the benefits of this study can be seen from two aspects, first; academic aspects for the development of social science, theory and academics scope, second; practical aspects; this is beneficial for political practitioners particularly in winning political feud at the context of local leader, legislative and presidential elections.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study was designed by using qualitative approach with the key informants as interviewees who were interviewed and observed carefully to find out the elements of the research data. Data collection through interviews was conducted repeatedly from each informant in response to research problems. Data were analyzed by using the procedure of analysis and processing of qualitative data.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The theories used in analyzing the findings of this study consist of 1) two-step flow theory which discusses the process of absorption of mass media information -including campaign information for public audience throughout opinion leader, 2) propaganda theory used to analyze the process of influencing audiences with issues and information in order to choose targeted candidates.
Political Communication
Etymologically, political communication derives from two words; communication and politics which can be interpreted as message exchanges (interactions) related to political activities particularly in confronting local leaders and legislative candidates' election. Further, political communication is a technique and strategy to achieve the goal (seize power) collectively and depart from the different collective missions.
Saili Emruli and Miroslav (2011) (Nimmo, 2011, p. 31) .
Campaign Strategy and Propaganda
Strategy can be defined as "a comprehensive plan for achieving communication effectiveness, so that the messages give the effect as it is expected, particularly in changes of attitudes, behaviors, mindsets and views of communicants towards something," (Yusup, 1990, p. 73) . In the current context, the political campaign carried out by the campaigners during the election takes various ways, strategies and approaches depending on the communicators, target audience, local culture and context. In fact, the candidates frequently take unique ways in their campaigns to approach and gain sympathy from the public.
Nowadays in the modern development, campaign strategies will be more effective when using social media in spreading the positive image and sympathy to the community to support their voice for the wanted leaders. Social media are two elements that are united in one application that supports the socialization as well as a medium of information, both limited and unlimited. At the recent time, most people use various applications such as facebook, whatsapp, line, path, instagram, LinkedIn, flicker, twitter, google plus, and so on. Further, there are several social media that are netted in personal sites such as blogs and some mainstream media that provide social networking content such as kompasiana, jpnn, tribunners, etc. (Aflaha, 2017, p. 254) .
Those various applications on social media may be important to be used in order to be able to absorb the aspirations and support from the community. Afterwards, they vote voluntarily regarding the choice of their leaders. Campaign strategies and propaganda in practice must pay attention to applicable rules and ethics. For instance, the content should not spread hoax in fighting against their opponent for achieving their goal in election.
Social media must be used appropriately as the means of communication in the selection of prospective leaders throughout the community.
It is like communication, propaganda is also part of a campaign that is intended to achieve the effectiveness of changing attitudes and behavior of communities. Today we are familiar with various propaganda techniques in the field of public relations, political campaigns, advertising and others (Severin & Tankard, 2008, p. 9 propaganda is the technique of influencing human by the manipulation of representations. Early in the history propaganda was used in developing Christianity that could be reviewed from Pope Gregory XV in 1622 and Pope Urban VIII in 1633. However, that does not mean he was free from the practice of manipulation and intervention of meaning, proof, when propaganda was used in political campaigns and advertising was difficult to find objectivity, other than engineering facts to convince the public according to the propagandist goals.
RESEARCH FINDINGS
Either campaign or political propaganda of the 2017 Governor's candidates in Aceh includes various approaches and strategies. From the six existing pair candidate, the researcher only focus on two pairs of candidates to study intensively, they are Irwandi Yusuf -Nova Iriansyah and Muzakkir Manaf -TA. Khalid. The reasons are these two pairs were so competitive and had high electability in the 2017 Aceh local leaders' election. The campaign strategy used by the Aceh governor candidates is explained bellow.
Political Propaganda Strategy
The political strategy of the pair candidate Irwandi Yusuf -Nova Iriansyah was considered better, more intensive and effective than the Irwandi also offered three public campaign mottos namely: 1) "Kon Janji nyang Kamoe Meukat, tapi Bukti yang Kamoe Intat" (not promises promoted but evidences offered). This means that Irwandi has worked a lot in the past period (2006 -2012) , not just indulging in empty promises, 2) "Halal Pilkada" (An election without blemish) which implicitly means inviting all parties to apply sportive election without fraud, violence, intimidation and conspiracy to enhance clean, honest, fair and spotless election; 3) Satu hati Bersama Rakyat (one heart with community), in other words an advice to always be in line and along with the communityevery program designed from the people, together with the people and for the benefit of the Aceh people.
Irwandi has run optimally the propaganda techniques and political campaign strategies in every occasion, region, moment, and to any people This condition had become a block for Muzakkir to become Number 1 in Aceh. The party's internal conflict is actually appeared from a small dispute because they all are former GAM political elites, but then they become political rivals in the elections.
Campaign Effectiveness
The strategy of propaganda and political campaigns run by the The two-step flow theory and propaganda theory discussed previously is believed that Irwandi Yusuf-Nova's group has proved the effectiveness of a campaign strategy during the 2017 Aceh's governor election.
CONCLUSION
Based on the above discussion, it can be concluded as follows: 1) the political communication of the Aceh's governor candidates in the 2017 election has been run with various strategies, methods and approaches to influence and convince the Acehnese public. By using propaganda techniques and communication and political campaigns from the people in remote areas until approaches to the charismatic ulama (Islamic preachers) in Aceh, the figure of Irwandi has become well known to the public. Meanwhile, the candidate of Mualem -TA also has done propaganda like the Irwandi-Nova but this was not as intense as Irwandi -Nova and this pair felt more optimistic and heartened in winning the election, 2) in terms of the effectiveness of political campaigns, the candidate of Irwandi -Nova were far more effective than Muzakkir -TA.
Khalid as could be seen on the results of the Aceh's governor election. 
